Molecular dynamics of HIV1-integrase in complex with 93del - a structural perspective on the mechanism of inhibition.
HIV1 integrase is an important target for the antiviral therapy. Guanine-rich quadruplex, such as 93del, have been shown to be potent inhibitors of this enzyme and thus representing a new class of antiviral agents. Although X-ray and NMR structures of HIV1 integrase and 93del have been reported, there is no structural information of the complex and the mechanism of inhibition still remains unexplored. A number of computational methods including automated protein-DNA docking and molecular dynamics simulation in explicit solvent were used to model the binding of 93del to HIV1 integrase. Analysis of the dynamic behaviour of the complex using principal components analysis and elastic network modelling techniques allow us to understand how the binding of 93del aptamer and its interactions with key residues affect the intrinsic motions of the catalytic loops by stabilising them in catalytically inactive conformations. Such insights into the structural mechanism of inhibition can aid in improving the design of anti-HIV aptamers.